Virtual screening, a fast, computational approach to identify drug leads Kaufmann, S. H.; Prendergast, F. G. J. Med. Chem. 2000, 43, 401; Miller, M. A. Nat. Rev. Drug Disc. 2002, 1 220], is limited by a known challenge in crystallographically determining flexible regions of proteins. This approach has not been able to identify active inhibitors of the severe acute respiratory syndrome-associated coronavirus (SARS-CoV) using solely the crystal structures of a SARS-CoV cysteine proteinase with a flexible loop in the active site [Yang, H. T.; Yang, M. ]. This article demonstrates a genome-to-drug-lead approach that uses terascale computing to model flexible regions of proteins, thus permitting the utilization of genetic information to identify drug leads expeditiously. A small-molecule inhibitor of SARS-CoV, exhibiting an effective concentration (EC 50 ) of 23 lM in cell-based assays, was identified through virtual screening against a computer-predicted model of the cysteine proteinase. Screening against two crystal structures of the same proteinase failed to identify the 23-lM inhibitor. This study suggests that terascale computing can complement crystallography, broaden the scope of virtual screening, and accelerate the development of therapeutics to treat emerging infectious diseases such as SARS and Bird Flu.
Severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS), an emerging infectious disease with severe mortality, is a viral respiratory illness caused by a human coronavirus called SARSassociated coronavirus (SARS-CoV). 11 The sequencing of the SARS-CoV genome just 31 days after the outbreak of SARS was a testimony to the scientific communityÕs ability to rapidly respond to emerging diseases. 12, 13 However, the use of this genome information to develop clinical treatments for SARS has slowed down. The SARS-CoV genome encodes a chymotrypsin-like cysteine proteinase (CCP, also known as M pro or 3CL pro ) that proteolytically processes polypeptides required for viral replication and transcription, 14 representing an ideal drug target for treating SARS. Although small-mole-cule inhibitors of CCP have been identified, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] the development of these inhibitors as clinical drugs for treating SARS has not yet been achieved. New inhibitor leads of CCP are still highly desirable.
To identify new inhibitor leads of CCP, using the genomic information before any crystal structure of the enzyme was made available, a three-dimensional model in complex with a substrate fragment (ATVRLQ p1 A p1 0 ) was predicted by 200 molecular dynamics simulations (4.0 ns for each simulation with a 1.0-fs time step and different initial velocities) performed on terascale computers to predict conformations of the flexible loop (residues 45-48) according to a published protocol. 28 An average structure of these simulations that represents CCP in the bound state was deposited to Protein Data Bank (PDB code: 2AJ5) and used as a drug target in virtual screening for small-molecule inhibitors, using a computer docking program, EUDOC. 2, 29 Screening of 361413 small molecules against the 4.0-ns model of CCP identified 3958 compounds with total and van der Waals interaction energies lower than À40 and À25 kcal/mol, respectively. The use of such energy cut-offs was based on the observations that all experimentally confirmed micromolar inhibitors identified by EUDOC had total and van der Waals interaction energies lower than these cutoffs. 1, 30 Twelve of them were selected for testing, after triaging compounds commercially unavailable and compounds with many chiral centers, poor solubility, or poor cell permeability.
Of the 12 compounds tested in cell-based inhibition assays, one compound, CS11 ( Fig. 1 ), inhibited the human SARS-CoV Toronto-2 strain with an EC 50 of 23 lM. CS11 was not toxic to normal cells at 23 lM. Four additional compounds showed 13-17% inhibition at a drug concentration of 32 lM.
The result of the cell-based assay for CS11 agrees with the EUDOC-generated CS11-bound CCP complex. In the complex model ( Fig. 1) , the cyclohexenyl and phenyl rings of CS11 occupy two hydrophobic regions of the active site, with the methylene and phenyl groups of CS11 mimicking the side chains of Leu P2 and Val P4 bound in a reported CCP complex; 28 the carboxylate and hydroxyl groups of CS11 have hydrogen bonds with the amide proton of Gln192 and the carboxylate oxygen of Glu166, respectively. This model suggests that the potency of CS11 can be improved by minor structural modifications. For example, replacing the 4-aminobenzoic acid moiety of CS11 by a 4-amino-3-methylbenzoic acid would better mimic the side chain of Val P4 . CS11 is easy to synthesize and derivatize, and it is therefore an excellent inhibitor lead of CCP.
These results demonstrate that, given the SARS-CoV genome only, one can identify a small molecule that is able to penetrate cells and rescue them from viral infection, leapfrogging the experimentally determined structures of CCP. This fact is supported by a recent report that Cinanserin was, according to cell-based assays, identified as an inhibitor of SARS-CoV by a small-scale virtual screen using a different computer model of CCP. 27 Together, the two screens exemplify a genometo-drug-lead approach that enables the direct utilization of available genetic information in drug lead identification.
To demonstrate the necessity of the genome-to-druglead approach, the virtual screen that identified CS11 was repeated with two crystal structures of CCP in its bound and unbound states (PDB codes: 1UK4 and 1UK2). 3 Surprisingly, both screens failed to identify CS11 as a possible inhibitor. Further, the respective numbers of potential inhibitors (472 and 181) identified from the screens using the bound and unbound crystal structures are much smaller than the number (3958) identified using the computer model. The small number of potential inhibitors identified using the crystal structures may explain the fact that there has been no report of an experimentally confirmed SARS-CoV inhibitor identified by the virtual screening using the crystal structures of CCP only. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] 26 The different screening results could be explained by the difference primarily in the main-chain conformation of the flexible loop (residues 45-48) of CCP (Fig. 2) . The flexible loop was not determined in the crystal structure solved at a resolution of 1.9 Å (PDB code: 1Q2W). In the bound and unbound crystal structures solved at resolutions of 2.5 and 2.2 Å , respectively, the flexible loop was determined with relatively low real-space correlation coefficients for residues 45-48 (PDB codes: 1UK4 and 1UK2). 3 In the two crystal structures, the Fig. 3) . Although a flexible docking algorithm can adjust the receptor conformation to accommodate the docked ligand, there has been no literature report that it can adequately adjust the main-chain conformation of the receptor for complexation.
To substantiate that the different screening results were caused by the structural differences of the drug target, one must prove that the identification of experimentally confirmed active inhibitors through virtual screening is in fact sensitive to regional structural differences of the target. A CCP model averaged from 200 2.0-ns simulations 28 was used to repeat the virtual screening. The 2.0-ns average structure was purposefully contracted by omitting root-mean-square fit in averaging instantaneous structures. Consequently, relative to all atoms of residues 14-180 in the 4.0-ns model of CCP, the root mean square deviation (RMSD) of the 2.0-ns model (1.11 Å ) is smaller than those of the bound (2.38 Å ) and unbound (2.39 Å ) crystal structures.
Interestingly, the virtual screening using the 2.0-ns model failed to identify CS11 as a potential inhibitor, and it resulted in a smaller number (2298) of potential inhibitors than the number obtained using the 4.0-ns structure (3985) but much larger than those obtained using the bound (472) and unbound (181) crystal structures. These numbers are proportional to regional struc- To evaluate the effect of regional structural changes experimentally, 17 potential inhibitors identified from the 2.0-ns model were selected for testing according to the same criteria which identified CS11. Interestingly, all active compounds identified using the 2.0-ns model were much less active than the inhibitors identified using the 4.0-ns model; the two most active compounds (CS14 in Fig. 1 and CS21 in Fig. S2 of supplementary information) are structurally analogous to CS11 and showed 25-29% inhibition at a drug concentration of 300 lM. These results demonstrate that the identification of active inhibitors is indeed sensitive to regional structural changes of drug targets.
The identification of CS11 by the use of the computer model suggests that terascale computing can model flexible regions of proteins, addressing a known limitation in crystallography, to yield 3D models useful in virtual screens for drug leads. Serving as a foundation for this study, crystal structures of proteins related to CCP were used in generating the computer model. 28 Thus, terascale computing is not in competition with crystallography, but rather serves as a complement to crystallography.
The genome-to-drug-lead approach exemplified herein is not only possible but also essential to improve virtual screening for its speed and for its ability to deal with flexible regions of proteins. In this study, the 3D model of CCP was predicted from the genome in 20 days and an excellent inhibitor lead for CCP was identified by virtual screening in 9 days at the Computer-Aided Molecular Design Laboratory (CAMDL) of the Mayo Clinic. This lead was obtained from a chemical vendor in 30 days and assayed for SARS-CoV inhibition in 3 days at the Southern Research Institute. The 2-month drug-lead identification from the SARS-CoV genome can be shortened to 1 month by the 3.4 teraflops computing resource available at CAMDL in 2005 and to even a shorter process with petascale computing in the near future. All the results presented herein suggest that the genome-to-drug-lead approach can broaden the utilization of genetic information in drug discovery and open a fast track to therapeutics to combat emerging viruses such as SARS-CoV and the highly pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) virus (Bird Flu).
